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STATUTORY REPORT - CRIMINAL INJURIES COMPENSATION ACT 1985

I am pleased to submit to you, pursuant to section 48 of the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Act 1985 (�the Act�), my report on the operation of the Act for the
year ending 31 December 2001.  I am reporting separately to you on the
administration of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 1982.

The total amount awarded in 2001 was $9.1 million, a decrease of 30% over the
previous year ($13.1 million).  The average award was $11,932.00 ($12,079.00 in
2000).  Sixty one per cent (61%) of all awards were for $10,000.00 or less, and 63%
of those were for $5,000.00 or less.

*STATISTICAL PROFILE

Applications
outstanding as
at 21/12/00

New
applications
received
during 2001

Number of
applications
determined
(granted and
refused)
during 2001

Number of
applications
closed,
discontinued,
refused time

Applications
outstanding as
at 31/12/01

1482 1041 806 276 1441

* Note:  1982 and 1985 Act figures combined, this statistic only.
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NEW APPLICATIONS (1985 Act only)

During 2001, 1028 new applications were received, a decrease of 121 (10.5%) over
the previous year.

Due to a change in policy, applications are not accepted until all supporting
documents are filed and all questions in the application form are addressed.  This
has resulted in a significant number of applications being referred back to the
solicitors or applicants for additional information before an application is accepted.
This policy has been necessary to reduce the amount of clerical time spent chasing
applicants for information and to improve processing efficiency.

DISPOSITION OF APPLICATIONS

Granted 766

Refused 33

Discontinued 26

Closed 244
____

Total 1,069

AWARDS MADE

During the year 766 awards were made.  A total amount of $9,139,783.10 was
awarded at an average of $11,931.83 per award. Hearings were conducted in
21 cases.  The balance of applications were assessed without a hearing and
determined on the written material placed before the Assessors, as provided by
section 33 of the Act.

NATURE OF OFFENCES INVOLVED

The table below illustrates the types of offences for which awards were made.

Offences

Assault 78

Assault Occasioning Bodily Harm 207

Assault Public Officer and Resisting Arrest 33

Grievous Bodily Harm 52
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Unlawful Wounding 36

Armed Robbery and Stealing with Violence 104

Sexual Offences 97

Homicide and Attempted Homicide 32

Deprivation of Liberty 3

Dog Attacks 9

Handbag Snatch 11

Other 104
_____

TOTAL 766

RANGE OF AWARDS

The table below illustrates the monetary range of awards made.

DOLLARS NUMBER PERCENTAGE (%)

0 � 5,000 296 38.5

5,001 � 10,000 172 22

10,001 � 20,000 150 20

20,001 � 30,000 62 8

30,001 � 40,000 37 5

40,001 � 50,000 45 6

* 50,001 � over 4 0.5

TOTAL 766 100%

* Multiple but separate offences over an extended period of time, primarily long
term sexual abuse, may result in awards over the statutory maximum of $50,000.
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PERCENTAGE OF MALES & FEMALES TO WHOM AWARDS MADE

GENDER PERCENTAGE (%)

Male Adults 52

Female Adults 42

Male Children 3

Female Children 3

TYPES OF INJURIES

PERCENTAGE (%)

Bruising, Lacerations, Minor Injuries 24

Head and Facial 21

Other Bodily Injuries 21

Mental and Nervous Shock 34

REPRESENTATION (for claims lodged in 2001)

In person 42%

Solicitor 58%

OCCUPATIONS OF VICTIMS

Of all awards made 74 (9.3%) were to Police Officers and a further 27 (3.4%) were
to Bank Staff.

REFUSALS

Awards were refused on 33 applications, as outlined below :

Section of the Act Number Refused Reason for Refusal

7(3) and 13 21 Not satisfied that the applicant had
suffered an injury in cosequence of an
offence or an injury as defined in the Act.
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14 2 Offender had been acquitted

23 1 Award likely to benefit offender

24 6 Applicant failed to report the incident to
the Police

24B 1 Claim arising from a traffic accident

25 and 27 1 Gross contributory behaviour

26 1 Applicant had received compensation
from another source

APPEALS

At the commencement of 2001, 97 appeals were outstanding from previous years
and during the year a further 48 appeals were lodged.  In 2001, 41 appeals were
determined - 12 were successful and 29 were dismissed or discontinued.

The number of appeals lodged in 2001 represents 6% of all applications which were
determined (3.8% in 2000).

REDUCTIONS TO AWARDS

Section 25 of the Act requires that regard is had to �any behaviour, condition,
attitude or disposition of the applicant ... which contributed directly or indirectly to
the injury or loss suffered�, and allows the amount of any award made to be
reduced.  Reductions for contributory behaviour were made in 38 awards, the
reductions ranging from 10%  to 50%.  One application was dismissed outright for
gross contributory behaviour.

REFUND ORDERS

Pursuant to section 39 of the Act, the Chief Executive Officer of the Department of
Justice may seek an order against an offender to recover the amount of an award
made to an applicant.  Changes during 2000 resulted in the administration of debt
recovery from offenders being transferred from the Crown Solicitor�s Office to the
Department of Justice, with staff being based within this office.

New processes have resulted in refund orders only being sought by the Department
of Justice when an offender is located.  Previously, orders were sought regardless of
whether the offender had been found, which was a time consuming and costly
process administratively, often for little or no return in the long run.  There were
143 applications made for refund rrders and a total of 131 (200 in 2000) orders
made against offenders.
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As a continuation of a review process commenced in 2000, a project manager was
appointed in 2001.  Two areas of improvement have been the introduction of
improved searching methods for offenders and the drafting of a lump sum
settlement and write off policy.

OUTSTANDING APPLICATIONS

As at 31 December 2001, 1441 current applications were outstanding, a decrease of
41 over the previous year.  A total of 270 files were closed for lack of action over an
extended period by applicants.

CONCLUSION
Generally speaking a properly prepared application which is submitted with the
necessary supporting documents will be processed in 9 months.  The benchmark for
completing an application is 9 months.  During 2001 particular emphasis was given
to trying to reduce the number of applications which have been filed for more than
9 months � with some success.  As at 31 December 2001, 669 applications (46% of
all claims) were outstanding for more than 9 months in contrast with 793 or 54% in
2000.  This represents a 16% reduction of the backlog of older claims.

In May 2001, Ms P Hogan, the part-time Assessor, resigned to take up an
appointment as a Stipenditary Magistrate.  I wish to express my thanks to her for
her work with this office over a 2 ½ year period.  Ms L Dempsey commenced work
with the office in December 2001 as the par- time Assessor and I welcome her
appointment.  In part, the fewer number of cases finalised over 2001 is a reflection
of the absence of a part-time assessor for a 7 month period.

I again draw to your attention to a series of decisions by the District Court on
appeals from this office which resulted in the cost of obtaining medical and dental
reports not being regarded as a claimable expense by an applicant.  As such costs do
not arise directly from an �injury� but are part of the cost of making an application
for compensation they are not covered by the definition of �loss� in the Act.  This is
an issue that needs to be addressed by way of amendment to the Act.

Staffing changes continue to be disruptive.  In an ideal world fewer staff changes
would result in a more even flow of work.  However, both long serving and new
staff combine to work effectively in a stressful work environment given the nature
of claims dealt with by the office.  Complaints of delay are at a minimum.  A
system of prioritising claims by the elderly and homicide vicitims ensures these
claims are dealt with rapidly.  I again express my thanks to the staff for their
continuing hard work and dedication.

P S Thomson
Chief Assessor of Criminal Injuries Compensation
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STATUTORY REPORT
CRIMINAL INJURIES COMPENSATION ACT 1982

Pursuant to section 41 of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 1982 (�the Act�),
I furnish herewith my report on the operation of this Act for the year ending
31 December 2001.

In the past 12 months this office has :

received 13 new applications;

listed 10 hearings;

made 7 awards totalling $167,150;

no awards were reduced for contributory behaviour by the applicant
(section 27);

discontinued 1 application at the request of an applicant;

closed 5 applications (no contact).

No appeals were lodged against a decision under the Act in 2001.

The nature of the injuries in all cases was mental and nervous shock, as the claims
all arose from sexual offences where there is seldom any physical injury but victims
invariably suffer ongoing mental trauma.

A small number of applications continue to be lodged under the Act by victims of
childhood sexual abuse, which often goes unreported for long periods.  Any
application under the Act requires leave to be brought out of time.

P S Thomson
Chief Assessor of Criminal Injuries Compensation
28 March 2002


